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1. IntrodutionFor a graphis designer, subdivision is a reipe for generating a �ner and �nersequene of polyhedra that onverges to a visually smooth limit surfae after a fewiteration steps (Figure 1). While this intuitive view aounts to a large extent for theEmail addresses: reif�mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de (Ulrih Reif),jorg�ise.ufl.edu (J�org Peters).1 Corresponding author



150 Ulrih Reif, J�org Peterssuess of subdivision in appliations, it fails to provide a framework explaining theunique analytial struture of subdivision surfaes vis-a-vis other representations.In partiular, this view, whih was predominant in the early subdivision literature,fails to haraterize the inherent similarities and di�erenes to standard parametrispline surfaes.
Fig. 1. Four steps of Catmull-Clark subdivision (from [88℄).To highlight the similarities, we use the term `spline' in a muh generalized sense.In the following, a spline is any funtion onsisting of a �nite or even in�nite num-ber of piees, eah of whih is de�ned on an indexed opy of a standard domain.This de�nition overs in partiular linear ombinations of B-splines or box-splines.We fous on pieewise ontinuous funtions de�ned on a union of unit squares ;the analysis of spline surfaes over other, say triangular standard domains (seeFigure 2), is analogous and need not be developed separately. To haraterize on-tinuity of a spline, its domain is endowed with the topologial struture of a two-dimensional manifold. This avoids a more involved haraterization by means ofmathing smoothness onditions for abutting pathes.To highlight the di�erenes between spline surfaes and subdivision surfaes,we fous on the neighborhood of extraordinary points, e.g. points where n 6= 4quadrilateral domains join. Here, the surfae has the struture of a union of spline

PSfrag replaements pQ4 pT4 dQ4 p3 ,Fig. 2. Re�nement shemes (initial meshes top, re�ned meshes bottom). We fous on shemesof type pQ4 and dQ4 that result in quadrilateral pathes; the analysis and struture of othersubdivision shemes is analoguous.



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 151rings, i.e. irular annuli formed by mathing up the boundaries of the spline pathes(see Figure 5,right). (The word `ring' will not lead to onfusion sine no ringsin the algebrai sense will be onsidered in this paper.) The in�nite sequene ofnested surfae rings no longer shares all properties of the underlying splines. Forexample, sine these rings ontrat ad in�nitum, it is neessary to use, in the limit,a di�erential geometri haraterization of smoothness: smoothness is measured ina natural loal oordinate system. Injetivity with respet to this oordinate systemis ruial but not always present in subdivision shemes; and the lak of seond-order di�erentiability with respet to the oordinate system presents a hallengefor haraterizing shape.1.1. ContentsAfter de�ning splines, subdivision surfaes and algorithms, the paper harater-izes inreasing levels of ontinuity and orrespondingly inreasing restritions onadmissible shemes. The table of ontents is as follows.2. Spline surfaes near extraordinary points 1523. Subdivision surfaes de�ned 1554. Subdivision algorithms 1595. Ck1 -shemes and the harateristi map 1636. Symmetry and Fourier analysis 1677. An example: The Doo-Sabin algorithm 1738. Conditions for Ck2 -shemes 1769. Curvature analysis 1791.2. SouresThis artile is the summary of a book on the strutural analysis of subdivisionsurfaes [78℄, whih is urrently in preparation. At the end of eah setion, we givesome bibliographial notes pointing to the most relevant and �rst-time referenes,without laiming ompleteness. In addition to the itations given in the artile, wealso inlude some further suggested reading on the topi in the list of referenes.1.3. NotationWe use greek letters for objets in R2 and maps into R2 suh as planar urves andreparametrizations. Bold fae is used, in partiular, for points and funtions in theembedding spae Rd , d > 2. These points are understood as row vetors so that,following established pratie in the literature, we apply n�n subdivision matries
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st x xj�;j xj+1�;j+1 0 xFig. 3. (left) Domain manifold ��Z3 and (right) spline manifold x.from the left to a vetor of n ontrol points in Rd . As in Matlab, elements in arow of a matrix or vetor are separated by a omma, while rows are separated bya semiolon. For example, [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6℄ = 241 2 34 5 635 :2. Spline Surfaes Near Extraordinary PointsTo investigate surfaes with n quadrilateral piees joining at a point, we de�ne theunit interval in R and the unit square in R2 , respetively:U := [0; 1℄ and � := U � U:Then the domain S, S := ��Zn; Zn := Z mod n;of a spline x : S ! Rd onsists of n indexed opies of �. Points in � and S aretypially denoted � = (s; t) 2 �; s = (�; j) = (s; t; j) 2 S:The restrition of x to a single unit square with index j is alled a path and denotedxj : x : S 3 (�; j) 7! xj(�) 2 Rd :Now, pairs of edges of the unit squares are set equal aording to(0; u; j) = (u; 0; j + 1); u 2 U; j 2 Zn:The ommon origin of all path domains is0 := (0; 0) = � � � = (0; n� 1);see Figure 3. The supersript "" for "enter" is used to tell the origin 0 of S apartfrom the origin 0 of �. By identifying edges of adjaent unit squares, the domain Sbeomes a simply onneted topologial spae. Thus, there is a well-de�ned notionof ontinuity for splines. Due to the identi�ation (0; u; j) = (u; 0; j+1), the patheshave to satisfy the onsisteny onditionsxj(0; u) = xj+1(u; 0); j 2 Zn;
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Fig. 4. A normal ontinuous surfae that is not single-sheeted.and, in partiular, x := x(0) = x0(0) = � � � = xn�1(0)is alled the enter of x. Subsequently, pathes are always assumed to be ontinuous.Together with the onsisteny onditions, this implies that the spline x : S ! Rdis a ontinuous map. We will be interested in several hoies of the dimension dof the image spae. For d = 3, x is a spline surfae, and this is the ase we areeventually interested in. For d = 2, we obtain planar splines whih are used foranalytial purposes. Espeially, the harateristi map to be de�ned later is of thattype. Finally, for d = 1, we obtain real valued splines. We will use suh splinesto de�ne generating systems for �nite dimensional spline spaes in R3 , just as B-splines are used to model standard tensor produt spline surfaes. Next, we onsidersmoothness.De�nition 1. A ontinuous spline x : S ! Rd is alled Ck0 , if all pathes xj areCk-funtions on �nf0g, and if the orresponding ross boundary derivatives atommon edges are equal up to sign, i.e.,��sxj(0; u) = (�1)���t xj+1(u; 0); � = 0; : : : ; k; u 2 (0; 1℄: (1)The spae of all Ck-splines in Rd is denoted Ck0 (S;Rd ).Cruially, the entral point is exluded from all smoothness onditions sine, foru = 0, onsisteny implies, for n 6= 4 that either the partial derivatives of all pathesvanish at the origin, or that the projetion of x to the tangent plane at the originis not injetive. In the �rst ase of a singular parametrization, the geometrialsmoothness of the spline does not follow from the analytial smoothness of theparametrization; in the seond ase x annot be a smooth surfae in the sense ofmanifolds. As a onsequene, we do not impose smoothness onditions at the entera priori. In essene, the rest of the paper deals with the hallenge of reoniling thelak of smoothness in the parametrization of x with the geometri smoothness ofits image. As a �rst step, we de�ne normal ontinuity in the following way:De�nition 2. A spline surfae x 2 C10 (S;R3 ) is alled normal ontinuous at theenter, if the limit n := lims!0 n(s)



154 Ulrih Reif, J�org Petersof the Gauss mapn(s) := ~n(s)=k~n(s)k; ~n(s) = ~n(�; j) := �sxj � �txjexists and is unique. In this ase, n is alled the entral normal, and the planethrough x perpendiular to n is alled the entral tangent plane.It is easily shown that for a normal ontinuous spline surfae x 2 Ck0 (S;R3 ), theGauss map extended by n(0) := n is a spline in Ck�10 (S; S2), where S2 is the unitsphere in R3 . Normal ontinuity is not suÆient for a spline surfae to be smoothin the sense of manifolds sine the projetion of x into the entral tangent planemay not be injetive. To address this problem, we hoose two orthonormal vetorst1; t2 in the entral tangent plane and ollet them in a (2 � 3)-matrix T. Thenwe de�ne the projetion � of x to that plane by� : S 3 s 7! (x(s)� x) �T 2 R2 : (2)Here and subsequently, a dot denotes multipliation by the transpose,A �B := ABT:x is alled single-sheeted if � is injetive when restrited to a suÆiently smallneighborhood S0 of the origin. In this ase, we an use the inverse funtion s = s(�)to de�ne the entral height funtion h on the set �0 := �(S0) � R2 byh : �0 3 � 7! (x(s(�))� x) � n 2 R: (3)With these settings, points on the spline surfae near the enter an be written asx(s) = x + �T + h(�)n; s 2 S0; � 2 �0;and the geometrial smoothness of x at the enter is just the analytial smoothnessof h at the origin. If x 2 C10 (S;R3 ), then h is ontinuous on �0 and ontinuouslydi�erentiable on �0nf0g. If, moreover, x is normal ontinuous, then one an showusing the mean value theorem that h is also di�erentiable at the origin. Both valueand gradient vanish there, h(0) = 0; Dh(0) = 0: (4)De�nition 3. A spline surfae x 2 Ck0 (S;R3 ) is alled Ckr if it is single-sheeted,and if the entral height funtion is r-times di�erentiable at the origin. The spaeof all Ckr -splines is denoted Ckr (S;R3 ).One should keep in mind that the supersript k refers to the smoothness of theparametrization, while the subsript r refers to the smoothness of the entral heightfuntion at the origin. Stritly speaking, x an be a smooth manifold even if it isneither normal ontinuous in the sense of De�nition 2 nor single-sheeted in thesense of De�nition 3. As an example, onsider the `at' spline x with pathesx0(�) = � � � = xn�1(�) = r sin(1=r) [os 4'; sin 4'; 0℄;



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 155where � = r(os'; sin'). The normal vetor, omputed as the normalized rossprodut of partial derivatives, alternates between [0; 0; 1℄ and [0; 0;�1℄; and theprojetion of x to the xy-plane is not injetive. Nevertheless, the image of x issimply a part of the xy-plane, hene a smooth manifold. We aept that suhhighly degenerate ases are not ontained in the spaes Ckr (S;R3 ).Bibliographi notes{ The fous on spline surfaes onsisting of quadrilateral pathes is motivated bythe Catmull-Clark-algorithm [9℄, the Doo-Sabin-algorithm [24℄, or the tensor-produt four-point sheme [47,42℄. A ompletely analogous theory an be devel-oped for triangular pathes, as obtained for instane by Loop's sheme [52℄, thebuttery sheme [31℄, or p3-subdivision [45℄.{ Viewing the domain S as a topologial spae appears natural. Nevertheless, itwas not expliitly introdued prior to [77,98℄.{ An example for a surfae whih is normal ontinuous, but not single-sheeted anbe found in [73℄.{ The onditions (1) are not neessary for a smooth join of the pathes. Rather,it suÆes to require oinidene of geometri quantities suh as normal vetors,prinipal urvatures and diretions, et., at ommon edges. For a survey on theonept of so-alled geometri ontinuity see, for instane, [58℄.{ The example of a degenerate parametrization of smooth manifolds elaborates ona remark in [99℄.3. Subdivision Surfaes De�nedSo far we have derived a general framework for splines near extraordinary points.Now we speialize it to the subdivision setting. In pratie, subdivision surfaes areobtained by iterated re�nement of ontrol meshes. This re�nement proess enlargesthe regular parts of the mesh, and sales down the entral n-sided region near theextraordinary vertex. Sine the limit surfae orresponding to the regular partsof a mesh an at least in priniple be determined expliitly, iterative re�nementorresponds to the generation of a sequene of larger and larger parts of the �nallimit surfae. Equally, one an represent the limit surfae x as the union of theinitially known regular part x0 and a sequene of ring-shaped parts xm;m 2 N;whih are added by subsequent re�nement steps. Skipping the details, this proessorresponds to a partition of the domains � and S in the following way. Let�0 := [0; 2℄2n[0; 1)2; �m := 2�m�0; Sm := �m �Zn; m 2 N0 ;then � = [m2N�m [ 0; S = [m2NSm [ 0;see Figure 5. Splines x 2 Ck0 (S;Rd ) are partitioned aordingly. For m 2 N and
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PSfrag replaements0 �0 (2; 2)�Zn� N0PSfrag replaements0�0(2; 2)�Zn� N0Fig. 5. (left) Domain Sn0 for (right) the union xnx of spline rings.j 2 Zn, the segment xmj is de�ned byxmj : �0 3 � 7! xj(2�m�);and the spline ring xm is de�ned byxm : S0 3 s 7! x(2�ms);where we used the onvention that a salar fator applies only to the ontinuousvariables of s, as = a(s; t; j) := (as; at; j); a 2 R:The spae of all Ck-spline rings is denoted byCk(S0;Rd ):The segment xmj orresponds to the restrition of the path xj to the set �m, andthe spline ring xm orresponds to the restrition of the spline x to the set Sm, i.e.,xmj (�0) = xj(�m); xm(S0) = x(Sm);where re-saling failitates the use of a ommon domain for all m. This impliesxj(�) = [m2Nxmj (�0) [ x; x(S) = [m2Nxm(S0) [ x:The partition of a spline into spline rings and segments leads to the notion ofsubdivision. It refers to a speial way of representing splines rather than to a newlass of objets.De�nition 4. x 2 Ck0 (S;Rd) represented asx : S 3 s 7! (xm(2ms) if s 2 Smx if s = 0is alled a spline in subdivision form. For d = 3, x is also alled a subdivision surfae.



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 157Expressing a spline in subdivision form is a straightforward segmentation pro-ess. This point of view beomes relevant if we proeed in the opposite diretionand assume that the sequene of spline rings xm is generated iteratively by somealgorithm. Then the task is to analyze properties of the spline obtained by gluingall these piees together. The following lemma haraterizes the relation betweenspline rings and splines.Lemma 5. A sequene (xm)m of spline rings onstitutes a spline x 2 Ck0 (S;Rd ) ifand only if{ all segments are k-times ontinuously di�erentiable,xmj 2 Ck(�0;Rd ); (5){ all pairs of neighboring segments xmj ;xmj+1 satisfy��sxmj (0; 1 + u) = (�1)���t xmj+1(1 + u; 0); u 2 U; (6){ all pairs of onseutive segments xmj ; xm+1j satisfy��sxmj (1; u) = 2���s xm+1j (2; 2u)��t xmj (u; 1) = 2���t xm+1j (2u; 2); u 2 U; (7){ there exists x 2 Rd suh that for any sequene sm 2 S0x = limm!1xm(sm): (8)We omit the details of the proof, whih essentially redues to an appliation of thehain rule. The following theorem summarizes onditions for normal ontinuity andsingle-sheetedness.Theorem 6. Let xm be a sequene of spline rings satisfying all onditions ofLemma 5 and x the orresponding spline. Then{ x is normal ontinuous if and only if there exists n 2 S2 suh that for anysequene sm 2 S0 n = limm!1nm(sm);where the spline rings of the Gauss map n are denoted by nm.{ x is Ck1 , if and only if it is normal ontinuous and if there exists m0 2 N suhthatn � nm > 0 for all m � m0, andthe planar spline ring �m0 := (xm0 �x) �T orresponding to the projetion �as de�ned in (2) is injetive on the outer boundary of its domain�+S0 := f(s; t; j) 2 S0 : max(s; t) = 2g:While the proof of the �rst part is straightforward, the seond part is nontrivialand requires tehniques of di�erential topology. For details, we refer to [78℄.



158 Ulrih Reif, J�org PetersAll subdivision algorithms urrently in use and a large lass of generalizationsare haraterized by the fat that all spline rings generated by them lie in a om-mon spae whih is the d-fold Cartesian produt of a �nite-dimensional spae ofreal-valued funtions. For instane, for the Doo-Sabin algorithm as desribed inSetion 7, the spline rings are C1 and onsist of n segments of three biquadratipiees eah. The dimension of this spae is therefore 9dn. In general,G := [g0; : : : ; g�̀℄; g` 2 Ck(S0;R); ` = 0; : : : ; �̀;is a row-vetor of salar-valued spline rings and we assume that they form a partitionof unity, �̀X̀=0 g`(s) = 1; s 2 S0: (9)The spline spae spanned by these funtions is denotedCk(S0;Rd ; G) :=8<: �̀X̀=0 g`q` : q` 2 Rd9=; � Ck(S0;R);and G is alled the generating system of Ck(S0;Rd ; G). In many appliations, G islinearly independent. This is expliitly not assumed here so that the analysis oversases like generalized box spline subdivision or matrix subdivision shemes.Ck(S0;Rd ; G) is a linear funtion spae of dimension � d(�̀+ 1). We endow itwith the max-norm kxmk1 := maxs2S0 jxm(s)j;where j � j denotes the Eulidean norm in Rd . Limits of sequenes of spline rings arealways understood with respet to this norm. The oeÆients qm̀ 2 Rd of a splinering xm = �̀X̀=0 g`qm̀are its ontrol points. Colleting them in an ((�̀+1)�d)-matrixQm := [qm0 ; : : : ;qm�̀ ℄,we obtain xm(s) = xmj (�) = G(s)Qm; s = (�; j) 2 S0;or, omitting arguments, simply xm = GQm.Bibliographi notes{ The idea of representing a subdivision surfae as a union of spline rings dates bakto [71,73℄. Early attempts to analyze smoothness [3,4℄ were based on investigatingsequenes of �ner and �ner meshes onverging to the subdivision surfae. Thisapproah, however, ultimately fails to apture important aspets of smoothness.{ Examples of subdivision surfaes whih are not generated by a �nite set of fun-tions are, for instane, variational subdivision [41,43℄ or shemes based on geo-metrial proedures as in [32℄.
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Fig. 6. (left) Control points Q (dots) and (right) re�ned ontrol points AQ (Æ) for Doo-Sabinsubdivision [24℄. The orresponding spline rings are shaded grey.4. Subdivision AlgorithmsFrom an abstrat point of view, a subdivision algorithm is a rule to ompute se-quenes of spline rings from an initial set of ontrol points. Here, we fous on thefollowing speial ase: a (linear stationary) subdivision algorithm (A;G) is hara-terized by a square matrix A with all rows summing to 1 and a generating systemG of aording dimension. For a given set Q of ontrol points, also referred to asinitial data, the sequene of spline rings is omputed by iterated appliation of thematrix A, Qm := AmQ; xm = GAmQ:Sine the rows of A, as well as the funtions in G, sum to 1, the representation ofthe spline rings xm is aÆne invariant. That is, applying an aÆne transformationto the initial ontrol points Q is equivalent to applying this transformation to thespline rings xm, and hene to the omplete spline x.The analysis of a subdivision algorithm an be split into three parts. First, thesmoothness of the generating system has to be determined by verifying (5) and (6).Seond, the ontat onditions (7) between neighboring and onseutive segmentshave to be veri�ed. Typially, this task is readily aomplished. Third, and this isthe fous of this work, ontinuity and smoothness properties at the enter have tobe determined.We start with ontinuity as de�ned by (8). Sine the rows of A sum to one,�0 := 1 is the eigenvalue orresponding to the eigenvetor e := [1; : : : ; 1℄T, i.e.,Ae = e. To ensure (8), i.e. limm!1xm = x;it seems natural to demand that this eigenvalue be dominant. However, in general,this is by no means neessary. The reason for this is that the generating system neednot be linearly independent. For example, assume that A has eigenvalues �0 = 1,� = 2 and � = 1=2 orresponding to the eigenvetors e, v and w, respetively.Let Q = vp + eq + wr for some points p;q; r 2 Rdnf0g. Then Qm = AmQ =2mvp + eq+ 2�mwr is ertainly divergent. But if v happens to be annihilated by



160 Ulrih Reif, J�org PetersG, i.e. Gv = 0, then xm = GQm = q+ 2�mGwr ! q =: x is onvergent. We saythat v is an ine�etive eigenvetor.This shows that, in general, it is not possible to relate spetral properties ofA to smoothness properties of the generated surfaes in a straightforward way. Toaddress this issue in a onsistent fashion, we proeed as follows. We de�ne the linearspaes N := fv 2 R�̀+1 : Gv = 0g; MA := \m2NAmN:That is, MA onsists of all vetors that do not esape the nullspae of G whenA is applied. Further, two matries A; ~A are alled G-equivalent if they generateidential sequenes of ontrol points, i.e., if GAm = G ~Am for all m 2 N0 . Then thefollowing holds:Lemma 7 (Removal of ine�etive eigenvetors). a) For given ( ~A;G), let�0 : R�̀+1 ! M ~A be a projetion on M ~A with �0e = 0, and �1 := Id��0 itsomplement. Then the matries A := �1 ~A and ~A are G-equivalent, and MA = f0g.b) If MA = f0g, then A does not have ine�etive eigenvetors. That is, if Av =�v 6= 0 then Gv 6= 0.Proof. a) Sine Ge = 1 by (9), we have e 62 M ~A, and a projetion of the desiredform exists. By de�nition, AMA =MA and ~AM ~A =M ~A. Hene,~A(M ~A +MA) =M ~A +�0 ~AMA +�1 ~AMA =M ~A +MA:Sine M ~A is the largest ~A-invariant subspae of N , MA � M ~A. Further M ~A �ker ~A � kerA and AMA = MA so that MA = f0g. Finally, Ae = �1 ~Ae = e. Itremains to show that A and ~A are equivalent. To this end, we onsider G(Am �~Am) = G�( ~A � �0 ~A)m � ~Am� =: G�. The matrix � is the sum of produts ofmatries ~A and �0 all of whih inlude the fator �0. With ~A�0 = �0 ~A�0, it islear that � an be represented in the form � = �0�0. Therefore G(Am � ~Am) =G�0�0 = 0.b) If Av = �v 6= 0, then for all m 2 N we have Gv = ��mGAmv = 0. Hene,Amv 2 N and v 2MA ontraditing MA = f0g.The property MA = f0g, whih is trivial for linearly independent G, an now beassumed for the general setting without loss of generality. The following theoremruially depends on this property.Theorem 8. Let (A;G) be a subdivision algorithm with MA = f0g. Then theontinuity ondition x = limm!1 xmis satis�ed for any set Q of initial data if and only if the eigenvalue �0 = 1 of A isstritly dominant, i.e., if j�j < 1 for all other eigenvalues � of A.



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 161Proof. Let �0 = 1 be stritly dominant. With ~eT = ~eTA the left eigenvetor to�0 normalized by ~eTe = 1, we an deompose Q in the form Q = e~eTQ + R,where R is a linear ombination of generalized eigenvetors of A orresponding toeigenvalues �i with j�ij < r for some onstant r < 1. Hene, using Ge = 1, weobtain onvergene aording toxm = GAmQ = ~eTQ+ o(rm)! ~eTQ =: x:If �0 = 1 is not stritly dominant, we have to distinguish two ases. If �0 = 1has geometri multipliity 1, but algebrai multipliity > 1, then there exists ageneralized eigenvetor v with Av = v + e. We set q := [1; : : : ; 1℄ and Q := vq toobtain the divergent sequenexm = GAmQ = GAmvq = G(v +me)q = GQ+mq:Otherwise, there exists an eigenvetor v, whih is linearly independent of e, to aneigenvalue � with j�j � 1. We set q := [1; : : : ; 1℄; Q := Re vq, and � =: j�jeit toobtain xm = GAmQ = j�jmRe(eimtGvq):Sine Gv 6= 0, this expression an onverge to a onstant x only if j�j = 1 andt = 0, i.e., if the eigenvalue � = �0 = 1 is at least double, and if Gv =: � 2 R isonstant. In this ase, v0 := �e�v is an ine�etive eigenvetor beause Av0 = v0 6= 0and Gv0 = G(�e� v) = 0 ontraditing Lemma 7.The results obtained so far suggest on�ning our onsiderations to subdivisionshemes with MA = f0g and a stritly dominant eigenvalue �0 = 1. The nextde�nition aounts for that.De�nition 9. Let (A;G) be a subdivision sheme with the following properties:{ The generating system is Ck, i.e., G 2 Ck(S0;R�̀+1).{ The onditions (7) are satis�ed.{ A has no ine�etive eigenvetors, i.e., MA = f0g.{ The eigenvalue �0 = 1 to the eigenvetor e = Ae is stritly dominant.Then (A;G) is alled a Ck0 -sheme, and A is alled the subdivision matrix.We reall our onvention that the supersript k refers to the smoothness of theparametrization, while the subsript 0 indiates ontinuity at the enter. We sum-marize our previous �ndings in the following theorem:Theorem 10. Let (A;G) be a Ck0 -sheme and ~e = ~eA the dominant left eigenvetornormalized by ~ee = 1. Then, for any Q, the spline rings xm := GAmQ togetherwith the enter x := ~eQ onstitute a Ck0 -spline.We ontinue by de�ning B-spline-like funtions for subdivision algorithms. De-note the unit vetors in R�̀+1 by e0; : : : ; e�̀, and de�ne the row-vetorB = [b0; : : : ; b�̀℄of real-valued splines b` 2 Ck0 (S;R) by



162 Ulrih Reif, J�org Petersb`(s) := (G(2ms)Ame` if s 2 Sm~ee` if s = 0: (10)Then, by linearity of subdivision, the relation between arbitrary initial data Q andthe orresponding spline x an simply be written asx = BQ: (11)Let us briey disuss some properties of the funtions in B. They{ span the the spae of splines generated by the subdivision algorithm (A;G).{ form a partition of unity sine�̀X̀=0 b`(s) = (G(2ms)Ame = G(2ms)e = 1 if s 2 Sm~ee = 1 if s = 0:{ are linearly independent, if the generating system G is linearly independent. Toshow this, it suÆes to onsider the initial spline ring x0 = GQ = GQ0 whih,for linearly independent G, vanishes if and only if Q = 0.{ satisfy the saling relationB(2�ms) = B(s)Am; s 2 S; m 2 N0 :This an be proven as follows. For s 2 Sm0 , (10) yields B(s) = G(2m0s)Am0 .For m 2 N0 , it is 2�ms 2 Sm+m0 , and aordingly B(2�ms) = G(2m0s)Am+m0 .Comparison of the two equations, whih hold for any m0 2 N, veri�es the laim.The funtions in B are important for many appliations like solving interpolationor approximation problems for subdivision surfaes. In view of (11), the similaritywith B-splines in the standard setting is evident. The only oneptional di�erenesonern possible linear dependenies and a lak of parametri smoothness at theenter. We will fous on geometri smoothness properties in the next setions.Bibliographi notes{ Dominane of the eigenvetor �0 = 1 was always onsidered a neessary onditionfor subdivision algorithms. The intriguing phenomenon of ine�etive eigenvetorswas �rst disussed in [77℄. An example whih shows that requiring linear inde-pendene of the generating system implies a loss of generality an be found in[78℄.{ A onstrutive proedure to eÆiently ompute a subdivision matrix A from agiven matrix ~A an be found in [78℄.{ The representation (11) of a subdivision surfae as a �nite linear ombination ofontrol points q` and funtions b` is most useful for omputational purposes. Forinstane, it was used in [19℄ to ompute subdivision surfaes whih minimize aertain fairness funtional while interpolating a given set of points.{ There exists a well-developed theory for the analysis of subdivision urves andsurfaes when the domain manifold S is homeomorphi to the plane, see forinstane [28,10,53,54,44℄.



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 163{ The linear independene and (lak of) loal linear independene of subdivisionfuntions has been analyzed in detail in [65℄.5. Ck1 -Shemes and the Charateristi MapIn this setion, we derive neessary and suÆient onditions for normal ontinuityand single-sheetedness of subdivision surfaes. As already mentioned above, thespetrum of A is ruial for the properties of a subdivision sheme. We sort theeigenvalues �i of A in desending order,1 = �0 > j�1j � j�2j � � � � j��̀j:To simplify the exposition, we fous on a sublass of subdivision algorithms thatovers all ases of pratial relevane.De�nition 11. A Ck0 -sheme (A;G) aording to De�nition 9 is alled a standardsheme, if k � 1, and{ A has a double subdominant eigenvalue �, i.e.,1 > � := �1 = �2 > j�3j;{ there exist two linearly independent eigenvetors v1; v2 to �, i.e.,Av = �v; v = [v1; v2℄:Suh an eigenstruture is not really speial, but typial for shemes with ertainnatural symmetry properties, as disussed in Setion 6. Let A =: V JV �1 denotethe Jordan deomposition of the subdivision matrix of a standard sheme. ThenV = [e; v1; v2; ~V ℄ and J = diag(1; �; �; ~J). We de�ne the eigenoeÆients P =[p0; : : : ;p�̀℄ and the eigenfuntions F = [f0; : : : ; f�̀℄ byP := V �1Q; F := GV:With p0 = ~eTQ = x the enter and f0 = Ge = 1 the 1-funtion we obtain therepresentationxm = GAmQ = FJmP = x + �m(f1p1 + f2p2) + o(�m):To eÆiently deal with suh asymptoti expansions, we introdue an equivalenerelation for sequenes of funtions with oiniding leading terms. We writeam m= bm i� am � bm = o(m);where o(m)=m onverges uniformly to zero asm!1. For example, am 1= ameansthat am onverges to a. For vetor-valued expressions, the equivalene relation isunderstood omponent-wise. For simpliity, m= is mostly replaed by the symbol:= with the understanding that the dot refers to the lowest order term spei�edexpliitly on the right hand side of a relation. Hene, the expansion of the sequene



164 Ulrih Reif, J�org Petersof spline rings above now simply reads xm := x + �m(f1p1 + f2p2), meaningthat the omitted remainder term deays faster than �m. In the following, the two-dimensional spline ring built from the subdominant eigenfuntions f1; f2 plays aentral role.De�nition 12. For a standard sheme (A;G) with subdominant eigenvetors v =[v1; v2℄ and eigenfuntions F = [1; f1; f2; : : : ; f�̀℄ the harateristi map is de�nedby  := Gv = [f1; f2℄ 2 Ck(S0;R2 ; G):With this de�nition, the sequene of spline rings beomesxm := x + �m  [p1;p2℄:Convergene towards the enter x is evident. In order to ompute normal vetors,we de�ne the ross produt of vetors in R3 as usual, and for vetors in R2 as thereal number ��� := det(�;�). Aordingly, for spline rings in R2 or R3 , we de�nethe di�erential operator �D := �s � �t and obtain�Dxm = �sxm � �txm := �2m �D (p1 � p2);where, by de�nition, �D = �sf1 �tf2 � �tf1 �sf2is the Jaobian determinant of the harateristi map. It is easily shown that �D 2Ck�1(S0;R2 ) if  2 Ck(S0;R2 ). In order to distinguish degenerate ases, we saythat the initial data Q are generi, if any three of the eigenoeÆients p1; : : : ;p�̀are linearly independent. In this setion, it would be suÆient to demand onlyp1 � p2 6= 0; the generality of the de�nition antiipates the requirements in thenext setions. We say that a subdivision sheme is normal ontinuous or single-sheeted, if so are all surfaes generated from generi initial data.Theorem 13. A standard sheme is{ normal ontinuous with entral normaln = sign(�D ) p1 � p2jp1 � p2j ;if the harateristi map is regular, i.e., if �D 6= 0.{ not normal ontinuous, if �D hanges sign.Proof. The �rst part of the statement follows immediately from nm := �Dxm=j�Dxmjand the observation that 1=�D is ontinuous, hene uniformly bounded, on theompat domain S0. To proof the seond part, let us assume that �D (s1)�D (s2) <0 for some arguments s1; s2 2 S0. Here, we obtainnm(si) := sign(�D (si)) p1 � p2jp1 � p2j ; i 2 f1; 2g;and see that nm annot onverge to a onstant limit sine jnm(s1)�nm(s2)j := 2.



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 165The onditions of this theorem are almost omprehensive. Only the exeptionalase, where �D has zeros without hanging sign remains open. Here, the behaviorof �Dxm depends on higher order eigenoeÆients and annot be determined apriori. Now, the issue of single-sheetedness has to be addressed, and again, theharateristi map provides neessary and suÆient onditions.Theorem 14. A standard Ck0 -sheme with a regular harateristi map  is{ single-sheeted and moreover Ck1 , if  is injetive.{ not single sheeted, if  restrited to the interior of S0 is not injetive.Proof. Let  be regular and injetive. Then we know that x is normal ontinuouswith nm := n = sign(�D (si))(p1 � p2)=jp1 � p2j. Hene, n � nm := 1, and inpartiular n �nm > 0 form suÆiently large. Next, we onsider a resaled sequeneof projetions of spline rings,~�m := ��m�m :=  L; L := [p1;p2℄ �T:For generi initial data,  L is injetive beause the (2� 2)-matrix L has full rank.Sine the set of regular injetive mappings is open with respet to the C1-norm,we onlude that ~�m and eventually �m is injetive for m suÆiently large. Thus,all onditions of Theorem 6 are ful�lled, and x is Ck1 . Similar arguments show thatalso non-injetivity of  at interior points is inherited by ~�m and �m.Again, the theorem is almost omprehensive. Only the exeptional ase, when restrited to the boundary of its domain is not injetive, remains open. Theo-rems 13 and 14 suggest to fous on standard shemes with a regular and injetiveharateristi map. The following de�nition aounts for that observation.De�nition 15. A standard Ck0 -sheme (A;G) with a harateristi map  that isregular and injetive is alled a standard Ck1 -sheme.  is alled normalized if (2; 2; 0) = (1; 0) and �D > 0:As we have shown, Ck1 -shemes generate Ck1 -splines from generi initial data.The notion of normalization is introdued to selet from the variety of possibleharateristi maps a speial lass of representatives whih is onvenient for theforthoming onsiderations. We prepare our disussion of that issue by the follow-ing observation. For initial data Q := [v1; v2℄ the orresponding two-dimensionalspline is x = Bv 2 Ck0 (S;R2 ), where the spline rings are just saled opies of theharateristi map, xm = �m . By (7), this implies for the segments  j j(1; u) = � j(2; 2u) j(u; 1) = � j(2u; 2); (12)and in general



166 Ulrih Reif, J�org Peters��s j(1; u) = � 2���s (2; 2u)��t  j(u; 1) = � 2���t  (2u; 2); 0 � � � k: (13)Now, we an prove that normalization is always possible if the harateristi mapis regular and injetive.Lemma 16. Let ~ = F~v be the harateristi map of a standard Ck1 -sheme withs := sign ~ (2; 2; 0) and [a; b℄ := ~ (2; 2; 0). Then [a; b℄ 6= [0; 0℄, and := Fv; v := ~vR; R := 1a2 + b2 24a �sbb sa35de�nes a normalized harateristi map of the sheme.Proof. By (13) and injetivity, ~ (1; 1; 0) = � ~ (2; 2; 0) 6= ~ (2; 2; 0). Hene, [a; b℄ 6=[0; 0℄, and R is well de�ned. Sine R has full rank, the olumns of v are linearlyindependent eigenvetors of A to � implying that  = Fv = ~ R is a harateristimap as well as ~ . In partiular,  is regular and injetive. We �nd  (2; 2; 0) =~ (2; 2; 0)R = [1; 0℄, and�D (2; 2; 0) = �D ~ (2; 2; 0) detR = j�D ~ (2; 2; 0)ja2 + b2 > 0:Sine �D is ontinuous and has no zeros, �D > 0 follows showing that  isnormalized.Bibliographi notes{ As pointed out in [63℄, shift and ip invariane (see Setion 6) of a Ck1 -shemeimply a double subdominant Jordan blok. For instane, for n = 3, simplestsubdivision [62℄ yields an 6-fold subdominant eigenvalue �1 = 1=4, with twoJordan bloks of size 2 and two Jordan bloks of size 1. Still, Ck1 -smoothnessis guaranteed. The analysis of this more general setting is only slightly morediÆult, but requires onsiderably omplex notation. The standard ase disussedhere overs most algorithms urrently in use.{ Complete lists of possible leading eigenvalues ampatible with Ck1 -shemes areprovided in [77,98℄.{ The onept of the harateristi map was introdued in [73℄. In some sense, itis related to the natural on�guration de�ned in [92℄.{ In [73℄, it is shown that regularity and injetivity of the harateristi map aresuÆient for smoothness. Neessity was proven in [63℄.{ An elegant omputational way to verify regularity of the harateristi map evenfor non-polynomial shemes is desribed in [99℄.



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 1676. Symmetry and Fourier AnalysisWe ontinue the analysis of shemes with standard symmetry properties. Aordingto the partition of splines into segments, vetors Q of ontrol points an typiallybe partitioned into bloks Q = [Q0; : : : ;Qn�1℄, where all bloks Qj have equalstruture and size ~̀ := (�̀+ 1)=n. If, as for the Catmull-Clark sheme, a entralontrol point is ommon to all bloks, one an use n idential opies of it to ahievethe desired struture. Shift invariane of a subdivision sheme refers to the fatthat the shape of a subdivision surfae does not depend on the speial hoie ofthe starting point when indexing the bloks of a given set of initial data Q. Morepreisely, with E the identity matrix of dimension ~̀, letS := 26666664 0 0 � � � 0 EE 0 � � � 0 0. . .0 0 � � � E 0
37777775denote the n-blok shift matrix. A subdivision sheme (A;G) is alled shift invari-ant, if AS = SA and G(�; j) = G(�; j + 1)S; j 2 Zn:In this ase, for any Q and ~Q := SkQ, the segments of the splines x := BQ and~x := B ~Q di�er, just as the bloks Qj = ~Qj+k of the initial data, only by an indexshift: xj = G(�; j)AmQ = G(�; j + k)SkAmQ = G(�; j + k)AmSkQ = ~xj+k :Flip invariane of a subdivision sheme refers to the fat that the shape of asubdivision surfae does not depend on the orientation when indexing a given setof initial ontrol points Q. More preisely, a subdivision sheme (A;G) is alled ipinvariant, if there exists a matrix R with R = R�1 suh thatAR = RA and G(s; t; j) = G(t; s;�j)R; (s; t; j) 2 S0: (14)In this ase, for any Q and ~Q := RQ, the splines x := BQ and ~x := B ~Q di�eronly by a ip (s; t; j)! (t; s;�j) of arguments,xj(s; t) = G(s; t; j)AmQ = G(t; s;�j)RAmQ = G(t; s;�j)AmRQ = ~x�j(t; s):>From now on, we fous on shemes whih respet both invariane priniples.De�nition 17. A subdivision sheme is alled symmetri, if it is both shift andip invariant.Let us ontinue by disussing the impliations of symmetry on the eigenstrutureof A. SA = AS implies a blok-irulant struture for the subdivision matrix,



168 Ulrih Reif, J�org PetersA = 26666664 A0 An�1 � � � A1A1 A0 � � � A2... ... . . . ...An�1 An�2 � � � A0
37777775 :The key tool for handling suh matries is the Disrete Fourier Transform (DFT).With wn := exp(2�i=n);the primitive n-th root of unity we de�ne the Fourier blok matrix W as the Kro-neker produt of E and the Fourier matrix, i.e.W := (w�jkn E)j;k2Zn = 26666666664

E E E � � � EE w�1n E w�2n E � � � w1nEE w�2n E w�4n E � � � w2nE... ... ... . . . ...E w1nE w2nE � � � w�1n E
37777777775 :It is easily veri�ed by inspetion that the inverse of W is given byW�1 = 1n (w+jkn E)j;k2Zn = 1n W:The DFT of the matrix A is de�ned by Â :=WAW�1, and a standard omputationshows that Â = diag(Â0; : : : ; Ân�1)is blok diagonal with entries obtained by applying the Fourier matrix to the �rstblok olumn of A,26664 Â0...Ân�137775 :=W 26664 A0...An�137775 ; that is Âk := Xj2Znw�jkn Aj :By de�nition, A and Â are similar, and in partiular, they have equal eigenvalues.More preisely, if �0 is an eigenvalue of A, then there exists an index k 2 Zn suhthat �0 is an eigenvalue of Âk. The set of all suh indies is alled the Fourier indexof �0 and denoted F(�0) := fk 2 Zn : det(Âk � �0E) = 0g:For the dominant eigenvalue �0 = 1 of A, we obtain F(1) = f0g. Now we onsiderthe double subdominant eigenvalue � of a standard sheme. If k 2 F(�), thendet(Âk � �E) = det(Ân�k � �E) = 0



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 169sine � is real and the diagonal bloks Âk and Ân�k are omplex onjugate (unlessk = 0 or k = n � k). Hene, the Fourier index of � has the form F = fk; n � kgfor some k 2 Zn. If Âk v̂ = �v̂, then the orresponding omplex eigenvetor of A isgiven by v =W�1 26666664 Æ0;k v̂Æ1;k v̂...Æn�1;kv̂
37777775 = 1n 26666664 w0nv̂wknv̂...w(n�1)kn v̂

37777775 : (15)The eigenfuntion orresponding to v is just a omplex version of the harateristimap  .De�nition 18. Let v be the omplex eigenvetor of a symmetri standard Ck1 -sheme (A;G) to the subdominant eigenvalue � as de�ned above. Then the omplexharateristi map of the sheme is de�ned as the spline ringf := Gv 2 Ck(S0; C ; G):This de�nition is justi�ed as follows: The real and imaginary part of v are thereal eigenvetors v1; v2 as introdued in De�nition 11. Hene,f = G(v1 + iv2) = f1 + if2 and  = G[v1; v2℄ = [Re f; Im f ℄:Further, with �Df := Im(�sf �tf), �Df = �D :Due to the lose relation between  and f , also f will shortly be referred to asthe harateristi map of the sheme. Using (15), we obtain for the segments of theharateristi mapfj = 1n X`2ZnG`(�; j)w`kn v̂ = 1n X`2ZnG`�j(�; 0)w`kn v̂= wjknn X`2ZnG`(�; 0)w`kn v̂ = wjkn f0:This means that, due to shift invariane, all segments an be obtained from the�rst one by rotation. This observation leads immediately to a result onerning theappropriate Fourier index of the subdominant eigenvalue.Theorem 19. The harateristi map of a symmetri standard sheme an beinjetive only if F(�) = f1; n� 1g.The proof is based on omputing the winding number of urves in the image of fdepending on k. Instead of going through the tehnial details, we refer to Figure 7,whih gives a good impression of the onsequenes of a wrong Fourier index. In the
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Fig. 7. Charateristi map with Fourier index (left) F(�) = f1; n�1g and (right) F(�) = f2; n�2g.following, we will always assume that the omplex eigenvetor v aording to (15)orresponds to the index k = 1. The index n � 1 leads to the omplex onjugateeigenvetor v.For a normalized harateristi map, ip invariane is exploited as follows: AR =RA implies that also Rv is an eigenvetor of A to �, i.e., Rv = av + bv for someomplex onstants a; b. On one hand, by (14),1 = G(2; 2; 0)v = G(2; 2; 0)Rv = a+ b:On the other hand, v and v are also eigenvetors of the shift matrix. With Sv =w�1n v and Sv = wnv, we obtain1 = G(2; 2; 0)v = G(2; 2; 0)SRSv = w�2n a+ b:The two onditions a + b = w�2n a + b = 1 have the unique solution a = 0; b = 1,i.e., Rv = v. Hene,f0(s; t) = G(s; t; 0)v = G(t; s; 0)Rv = G(t; s; 0)v = f0(t; s):We summarize our �ndings onerning symmetry properties of the harateristimap as follows:Theorem 20. Let f = Gv be the normalized harateristi map of a symmetristandard sheme (A;G) derived via (15) from the eigenvetor v̂ of the blok Â1 tothe subdominant eigenvalue �. Then, for j 2 Zn,fj(s; t) = wjnf0(s; t) = wjnf0(t; s) = f�j(t; s): (16)The theorem tells us that the omplete information on the harateristi map isessentially ontained in one half of the �rst segment. More preisely, we de�ne thehalf domain �h := f(s; t) 2 � : s � tg;and the half segment fh as the restrition of the segment f0 to this set. Obviously,�Df(s; t; j) = (�Dfh(s; t) if s � t�Dfh(t; s) if s > t:
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R�0 (0; 0) fh(�h)arg fh(�)Fig. 8. (left) Domain halfsegment �h and (right) spline image fh(�h).Thus, it suÆes to verify �Dfh > 0 to ensure regularity of the omplete hara-teristi map. Sine in a onrete setting �Dfh an be evaluated either numeriallyor even analytially, the required hek of sign is typially easy to aomplish. Byontrast, verifying injetivity seems to be a muh harder task, and in most knownproofs for spei� algorithms, muh e�ort is spent on that issue. The followingtheorem provides a signi�ant simpli�ation of the injetivity test.Theorem 21. Let (A;G) be a symmetri standard sheme with Fourier index F =f1; n� 1g, and assume that the half segment fh of the omplex harateristi mapf is normalized and regular. Then f is regular and injetive if and only if all realpoints on the urve 1(u) := fh(u; 1); u 2 U , are positive:1(U) \ R�0 = ;:Proof. As already shown above, f is regular if and only if fh is regular. If f is in-jetive and fh(u; 1) 2 R�0 , then, by Theorem 20, fh(u; 1) = f(1; u; 0) = f(u; 1; 0) =f(u; 1; 0). This implies u = 1, and with (12), the ontradition 0 > f(1; 1; 0) =�f(2; 2; 0) = � > 0 follows. If all real points in 1(U) are positive, we argue asfollows:First, we show that in this ase also all real points in the image fh(�h) arepositive. To this end, we denote the four boundary segments of�h by �1�; : : : ; �4�,see Figure 8, left. The restritions of fh to these sets yield four boundary urveswhih we parametrize over U = [0; 1℄ by1(u) := fh(u; 1); 2(u) := fh(1 + u; 1 + u)3(u) := fh(2� 2u; 2); 4(u) := fh(0; 2� u);see Figure 8,right. By (12), the urves 1 and 3 are related aording to 1(u) =�3(1� u). By (16), 2(u) = f0(1 + u; 1 + u) = f0(1 + u; 1 + u) is real. Sine f isregular, 02 = Dfh[1; 1℄ 6= 0. The endpoints are 2(0) = �; 2(1) = 1. Hene, weonlude that 2(u) is stritly monotone inreasing and positive for all u 2 U . Alsoby (16),4(u) = f0(0; 2� u) = f0(2� u; 0) = f�1(0; 2� u) = w�1n f0(0; 2� u) = wn4(u):



172 Ulrih Reif, J�org PetersThis is possible only if 4(u) lies on a straight line with angle either arg 4(u) = �=nor arg 4(u) = � + �=n for all u 2 U . As before, one shows that j4(u)j is stritlymonotone, and that 4(u) 6= 0 for all u 2 U . Hene, 4(U) does not ontain realpoints. By assumption, 1(U)\R�0 = ;, and the same is true for 3(U) = 1(U)=�.Together, we have shown that all real points on the image of the boundary of �hare positive, i.e., fh(��h) \ R�0 = ;. Sine, by the inverse funtion theorem, for aregular map the boundary of the image is a subset of the image of the boundary,we onlude that fh(�h) \ R�0 = ;Seond, we show that the minimum and maximum of the angle arg fh(�) areattained if and only if � 2 �2� and �4�, respetively. Using the �ndings of the�rst part of the proof, we see that arg fh 2 (��; �) is well de�ned so that the searhfor extrema atually makes sense. Now, let � 2 argmin arg fh be an argumentorresponding to the minimal angle. As before, we onlude that � has to lie onthe boundary of �h. If � does not lie in �2� [ �4� then there exists u 2 (0; 1)suh that arg 1(u) = arg 3(1 � u) is minimal. Moreover, the tangents satisfy01(u) = ��03(1 � u) 6= 0. That is, the tangents point into opposite diretions,while the image of fh always lies on the left hand side of the boundary urve.Hene, there exists a point ~� in the neighborhood either of [u; 1℄ or of [2 � 2u; 2℄with arg fh(~�) < arg fh(�) ontraditing the minimality assumption. Analogously,one shows that argmaxarg fh � �2� [ �4�. Sine the image of fh lies on the lefthand side of the urve 2, whih is oriented from left to right on the positive realaxis, we see that there exist positive angles so that arg 2 = 0 annot be maximal.Hene, min arg fh = arg 2 = 0, and maxarg fh = arg 4 = �=n.Third, we show that fh is injetive. Sine the image fh(�h) does not ontain theorigin, there exists r 2 N suh that �r < jfh(�)j � ��r for all � 2 �h. We de�nethe domain �rh := [jmj<r2m�h and the mapfrh : �rh 3 � 7! �mfh(2m�) if 2m� 2 �honsisting of saled opies of fh. This map is smooth and regular sine onseutiveparts satisfy ontat onditions up to order k analogously to (13). The four bound-ary urves r1 ; : : : ; r4 of frh are de�ned as shown in Figure 8,right. Now, we onsiderthe funtion � : C 3 z 7! jf� 2 �rh : frh(�) = zgj 2 N0assigning the number of pre-images to points in the omplex plane. Sine fh is on-tinuous, � is upper semi-ontinuous. Sine fh is regular, � is lower semi-ontinuousat all points not ontained in the image frh(�rh) of the boundary. From the resultsabove it follows immediately that �(2(0)) = 1. Further, by de�nition of r, theurves r1 or r3 do not interset fh(�h). Hene, � is ontinuous and equal to oneon fh(�h).Fourth, we show that f is injetive. Fromf(s; t; j) = (wjnfh(s; t) if s � twjnfh(t; s) if t � sit follows
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Fig. 9. Mesh re�nement of the Doo-Sabin algorithm.arg f(s; t; j) 2 ([0; �=n℄ + 2j�=n if s � t[��=n; 0℄ + 2j�=n if t � s:For (s; t; j) 6= (s0; t0; j0), equal angles and moduli are only possible if j0 = j +1 and(s; t) = (t0; s0) 2 �4�h, or j0 = j and (s; t) = (s0; t0) 2 �2�h, but these points areidenti�ed in S0.Typially, the hek for intersetions of the urve 1 with the non-positive realline is easy to aomplish sine, in ase of injetivity, the angle of 1 varies between0 and �=n, so that the two sets are not even lose. We demonstrate the proedurein the next setion at hand of the Doo-Sabin algorithm.Bibliographi notes{ The relevane of the Disrete Fourier Transform for the analysis of subdivisionmatries was already reognized in [24℄.{ Symmetry properties of the harateristi map and their relation to its Fourierindex are disussed in [63℄.{ In [99℄, an alternate riterion for injetivity of a regular harateristi map isgiven. It is based on the winding number of its boundary urve.7. An Example: The Doo-Sabin AlgorithmThe Doo-Sabin algorithm generalizes subdivision (uniform knot insertion) of bi-quadrati tensor-produt B-splines. For eah n-gon of the original mesh, a new,smaller n-gon is reated and onneted with its neighbors as depited in Figure 9.Figure 10 shows the mask for generating a new n-gon from an old one for the regu-lar ase n = 4 (left) and the general ase (middle). The standard weights suggestedby Doo and Sabin in [24℄ areaj := Æj;04 + 3 + 2 os(2�j=n)4n : (17)Eah of the n segments xmj ; j 2 Zn, of the mth spline ring generated by the Doo-Sabin algorithm onsists of three biquadrati B-spline pathes. Aordingly, we ansplit the ontrol points Qm into n groups of nine ontrol points, eah, ordered as
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377777777775 ;where wn = n + isn. In partiular, for the original Doo-Sabin weights in (17), wehave � = 1=2 and, rearranging the entries of v̂ in a (3 � 3)-matrix aording to



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 175Figure 10, right,26664v̂5 v̂6 v̂7v̂2 v̂3 v̂8v̂1 v̂4 v̂937775 = 3 2666421 + 14wn 28 + 2wn + 9wn 35 + 12n14 + 7wn 21 + 6n 28 + 2wn + 9wn7 14 + 7wn 21 + 14wn 37775 :By elementary omputations, one an determine the Bernstein-B�ezier-form of allthree biquadrati pathes forming the �rst segment of the omplex harateristimap f . For � 2 (1=4; 1), the minimum of the real parts of all Bernstein-B�ezieroeÆients is positive. Hene, by the onvex hull property, the ondition 1(U) \R�0 = ; is always satis�ed. In partiular, for � = 1=2, we obtain the minimal valueminRe 1(U) = Re f(0; 1; 0) = 21 + 21n > 0. It remains to show regularity ofthe harateristi map. The Jaobian determinant �Df onsists of three biubipathes, whih an also be expressed expliitly in Bernstein-B�ezier-form. A arefulanalysis shows that all oeÆients are positive ifp(�) := 128�2(1� �)� 7�� 2 + 9�n > 0:Again by the onvex hull property, we onlude �Df > 0 if p(�) > 0. In partiular,for � = 1=2, we obtain p(1=2) = 3=2 (7+3n) > 0 proving that the Doo-Sabin in itsstandard form is a C11 -sheme. Surprisingly, there is an upper bound �sup(n) withp(�) < 0 for 1 > � > �sup(n). For suh �, �Df atually reveals a hange of sign, andthe orresponding algorithm annot be C11 . Fortunately, the upper bounds are quitelose to 1, so that they do not impose severe restritions when designing variants onthe standard Doo-Sabin algorithm. More preisely, the lowest upper bound oursfor n = 3,�sup(n) � �sup(3) = p18724 os 13 artan 27p55631576 !!+ 13 � 0:8773:The asymptoti behavior for n!1 is�sup(n) := 1� �27n2 :Summarizing, we have shown the following:Theorem 22. Let â0; : : : ; ân�1 be the Fourier oeÆients of a symmetri set ofweights for the generalized Doo-Sabin algorithm. Then a standard sheme is ob-tained if � := â1 = ân�1 satis�es the ondition1 > � > maxf1=4; jâ2j; : : : ; jân�2jg:The sheme is Ck1 if p(�) > 0, and not Ck1 if p(�) < 0. In partiular, the sheme isCk1 when hoosing the standard weights.
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Fig. 11. Charateristi map for n = 3 and subdominant eigenvalue (left) � = 0:5 and (right)� = 0:95.Bibliographi notes{ Details of the analysis of the Doo-Sabin algorithms an be found in [63℄. In thesame paper, also the Catmull-Clark algorithm and possible generalizations areanalyzed.{ Today, all relevant algorithms have been thoroughly analyzed. For instane, sim-plest subdivision in [62℄, Loop's sheme in [93℄, p3-subdivision in [45℄, and thebuttery sheme in [100℄.{ A quite universal algorithm for numerial veri�ation has been provided in [99℄.8. Conditions for Ck2 -ShemesAs we have shown, Ck1 -subdivision shemes are well understood and relatively easyto onstrut. By ontrast, the development of shemes providing regularity of higherorder is subjet to very restritive onditions on the eigenvalues and eigenfuntions.In this setion, we derive these onditions and disuss some of their onsequenes.While the entral point x and the entral normal n are determined by theeigenoeÆients p0 and p1; p2 related to the dominant and subdominant eigenvalue�0 = 1 and �1 = �2 = �, urvature properties rely on the next smaller eigenvalueand the orresponding eigenfuntions. Let us assume that (A;G) is a standardC22 -sheme with eigenvalues1 > � > � := j�3j = � � � = j��q j > j��q+1jand, for the sake of simpliity, a full set of eigenvetors v3; : : : ; v�q to the eigenvalueswith modulus �. The general ase of non-trivial Jordan bloks is slightly moreompliated from a purely tehnial point of view without providing further insight.Then the seond order expansion of xm readsxm = GV JmV �1Q = FJmP := x + �m [p1;p2℄ + �mrm (18)with



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 177rm := �qXq=3 amq fqpq; aq := �q=�: (19)The sequenes amq have modulus 1 and aount for the osillating behavior of �mqin the ase when �q is negative or omplex.For the rest of this setion, the initial data are always assumed to be generi.Then, by de�nition of a C22 -sheme, the entral height funtion h is twie di�er-entiable at the origin. With H the symmetri (2� 2)-matrix of seond derivativesof h at the origin, also alled the entral Hessian, we obtain, using (4), the Taylorexpansion h(�) = 12�H�T + o(j�j2):The mth spline ring of the projetion � aording to (2) is�m(s) = (xm(s)� x) �T := �m L; L := [p1;p2℄ �T; (20)where the (2� 2)-matrix L has full rank. Sine [p1;p2℄ � n = 0, the entral heightfuntion aording to (3) is h(�m(s)) := �mrm(s) �n. Hene, after dividing (20) by�2m, we obtain the ondition%mrm � n =  LHLT T + o(1 + %m); % := �=�2; (21)whih has to be satis�ed for an appropriate hoie of H . By Lemma 7, the eigen-funtions fq are non-zero implying that also rm � n is in general non-zero. Wedistinguish three ases for the ruial ratio %:{ If % < 1, then H = 0 follows independent of the hosen data. This ase of anenfored at spot at the enter will be referred to as trivial urvature ontinuity.{ If % = 1, then the right hand side of (21) onverges to a onstant, and a simpleargument shows that rm � n an be onstant only if a3 = � � � = a�q = 1.{ If % > 1, then the left hand side of (21) diverges faster than the right hand side,and asymptoti equality of the sequenes is impossible.Together, it follows that non-trivial urvature ontinuity is possible, although byno means guaranteed, only if�2 = � = �3 = � � � = ��q :We all � the subsubdominant eigenvalue, and elaborate on that ase now. Passingto the limit, (21) redues to�qXq=3 fqpq =  LHLT T; pq := pq � n: (22)One an easily show that for any set of oeÆients p3; : : : ; p�q and arbitrary " > 0there exist generi initial dataQ" suh that the orresponding oeÆients p"3; : : : ; p"�qdi�er by less than ". By ontinuity, we onlude that (22) holds for any hoie ofoeÆients. In partiular, for any ` = 3; : : : ; �q, we an set pq := Æq;` to obtainf` =  LHLT T = af21 + bf22 + f1f2



178 Ulrih Reif, J�org Petersfor ertain onstants a; b; . This means that all subsubdominant eigenfuntionsmust lie in the spae of homogeneous quadrati polynomials in the two subdominanteigenfuntions. We summarize our �ndings as follows:Theorem 23. Let (A;G) be a standard C22 -sheme whih is non-trivial in thesense that the entral Hessian does not neessarily vanish. Then the subsubdominanteigenvalue � satis�es �2 = � = �3 = � � � = ��q > j��q+1j;and the subsubdominant eigenfuntions f3; : : : ; f�q satisfyf` 2 spanff21 ; f22 ; f1f2g: (23)It is not too diÆult to onstrut subdivision shemes that have the desirabledistribution of eigenvalues. By ontrast, the onditions on the eigenfuntions areextremely restritive and the major obstale to remove when trying to onstrut Ck2 -shemes. Let us onsider an impliation on the important speial ase of pieewisepolynomial subdivision surfaes. We de�ne the bi-degree deg f of a spline ring f 2Ck(S0;R; G) as the maximal bi-degree of the polynomial piees of f . For vetor-valued spline rings, the bi-degree is the maximum over all omponents.Theorem 24. Let (A;G) be a standard Ck2 -sheme, and assume that the generatingsystem onsists of pieewise polynomials. If the sheme is exible in the sense thatthere exist generi initial data suh that the orresponding subdivision surfae haspositive Gaussian urvature at the enter, then either n = 4 ordegG � 2k + 2: (24)Proof. First, we show deg > k if n 6= 4. Suppose that deg � k. Then pathes j of the harateristi map are not pieewise polynomial funtions, but in fatsingle polynomials, whih we now onsider to be extended from �0 to all of R2 .By means of the onditions (6), eah path  j+1 is ompletely determined by itspredeessor  j , and we have j+1(s; t) =  j(�t; s); j 2 Zn:Repeated use of this equation yields  j+4 =  j . For the regular ase n = 4 thisis just �ne, but otherwise it implies that the harateristi map is not injetiveontraditing De�nition 15.Positive Gaussian urvature means that detH > 0. Hene, H is positive ornegative de�nite. For generi initial data, L has full rank implying that LHLTis positive or negative de�nite as well. We easily onlude for the degree of thesheme degG = deg( LHLT T) = 2 deg � 2k + 2sine anellation of the leading oeÆients is impossible.



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 179Sine k � 2 for a sheme generating urvature ontinuous surfaes, we see thatthe simplest Ck2 -sheme has degree 6. Further, no sheme generalizing uniform B-spline subdivision, like the Catmull-Clark-sheme, omes into question beause heredegG = k + 1 < 2k + 2.Bibliographi notes{ The ase � < �2, whih yields vanishing prinipal urvatures at the enter, isdisussed in [68℄{ The importane of � = �2 for Ck2 has already been observed in [24℄.{ Neessity of (23) is proven in [74℄, and in [67℄, it ould be shown that it is alsosuÆient. In the same paper, similar onditions for Ckr -shemes are spei�ed.{ In [74℄, it is pointed out that the degree estimate (24) relies on the pieewisepolynomial struture of the surfaes rather than on properties of the subdivisionalgorithm. Thus, it applies even to non-stationary or non-linear shemes as longas they live up to ertain symmetry properties.{ Generalizations of the degree estimate based on the onept of exibility an befound in [69℄.{ Ck2 -algorithms, and even general Ckr -algorithms are onstruted in [76,66℄. How-ever, they are less elegant than the popular Ck1 -shemes and rarely used in pra-tie.9. Curvature AnalysisIn this setion we disuss the limit behavior of urvature at the enter. The resultsare useful to understand ertain artifats in subdivision surfaes, and provide insightfor the onstrution of ameliorated shemes.To onveniently analyze a subdivision surfae x with eigenoeÆientsP = V �1Q,we introdue a loal oordinate system in R3 suh that the enter x =: 0 is theorigin, and the unit vetors aree1 := p1=jp1j; e2 := n � e1; e3 := n:It is hosen suh that the entral tangent plane is spanned by e1 and e2. That is,the matrix T aording to (2) is given by T := [e1; e2℄. As in Setion 8, we assume1 > � > � := j�3j = � � � = j��q j > j��q+1jand a full set of eigenvetors v3; : : : ; v�q . The seond order expansion of the splinerings aording to (18) reads,xm := �m [p1;p2℄ + �mrmwhere rm is de�ned by (19). With � the angle between p1 and p2, the �rst twoomponents of xm are asymptotially given by



180 Ulrih Reif, J�org Petersxm �T := �m L; L := [p1;p2℄ �T = 24 jp1j 0jp2j os� jp2j sin�35 ; (25)while the third omponent is x � n := �mrm � n:Assume that an eigenvalue �q0 with j�q0 j = � is not positive. Then the sign ofrm � n is inessantly hanging as m ! 1 if pq0 � n is large ompared with theother oeÆients pq � n; q 2 f3; : : : ; �qgnfq0g. Shemes revealing suh an osillatingbehavior should be disarded, so that we fous now on the ase of oiniding positivesubsubdominant eigenvalues.De�nition 25. A standard Ck1 -sheme with k � 2 and eigenvalues� > � = �3 = � � � = ��q > j��q+1j (26)is alled a (�; �)-sheme.For a (�; �)-sheme, the real-valued spline rings rm � n are independent of m,and we de�ne h := rm � n = �qXq=3 fqpq � n 2 Ck(S0;R): (27)Together, we �nd the expansionxm := [�m L; �mh℄ = [ L; h℄ diag(�m; �m; �m): (28)This means that, asymptotially, the spline rings xm are just saled opies of thesurfae [ L; h℄. For the forthoming investigation of urvature and shape proper-ties, this surfae plays a most important role.De�nition 26. The entral surfae z orresponding to the spline x = BQ gener-ated by a (�; �)-sheme is de�ned byz := [ ; h℄ 2 Ck(S0;R3 );   :=  L;where the (2� 2)-matrix L and the real-valued spline ring h are given by (25) and(27), respetively.It is important to notie that unlike the harateristi map, the entral surfaedepends on the initial data. Using �1 := �s; �2 := �t, and the di�erential operatorsD := 24�1�235 ; Di;j := 24 D�i�j35 ;the fundamental forms of a subdivision surfae an be expressed onveniently.



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 181Theorem 27. For a (�; �)-sheme and generi initial data, the �rst fundamentalform of the spline ring xm and its inverse are given byIm := �2m I; (Im)�1 := ��2m I�1; I := D  �D : (29)With I and II the �rst and seond fundamental form of the entral surfae z,the seond fundamental form of xm isIIm := �m II; II :=rdet Idet I II: (30)Proof. The �rst formula follows immediately from Im = Dxm � Dxm, Dxm :=�mD T, and T �T = Id. To ompute the inverse, we note thatdet I = (�D )2 = (�D )2(detL)2 = (�D )2 jp1 � p2j2:For generi initial data, the ross produt does not vanish, while (�D )2 �  > 0for some onstant  by regularity of  , ompatness of the domain, and ontinuityof �D . Hene, (det Im)�1 := ��4m(det I)�1and the formula for (Im)�1 follows easily.>From (28), we onludedetDi;jxm := �2m�m detDi;jz;and (30) is obtained by omparing the de�nitionsIImi;j = detDi;jxmpdet Im ; IIi;j = detDi;jzpdet I :It is important to notie that the seond fundamental form of xm and the en-tral surfae z di�er only be a salar fator. For that reason, their shape proper-ties are losely related. With the help of the fundamental forms we an omputetheWeingarten map, whih in turn determines the asymptoti behavior of the prin-ipal urvatures and diretions. We reall that the Weingarten map (also known asthe shape operator) is de�ned as the di�erential of the normal map. Its eigenvaluesare the prinipal urvatures, while its left eigenvetors in the parameter domain aremapped to the prinipal diretions by the Jaobian of the surfae parametrization.Theorem 28. For a (�; �)-sheme and generi initial data, the Weingarten mapWm of xm is Wm := %mW; W := II I�1; % := ��2 : (31)Let Q be the matrix of normalized left eigenvetors and K the diagonal matrix ofeigenvalues of W , W = Q�1KQ: (32)The diagonal matrix of prinipal urvatures Km := diag(�m1 ; �m2 ) of xm is given byKm := %mK; (33)



182 Ulrih Reif, J�org Peterswhile the prinipal diretions Pm := [pm1 ;pm2 ℄ onverge to the e1e2-plane:Pm := P; P := QD T: (34)Proof. With respet to the parameter domain, the Weingarten map is given byWm := IIm (Im)�1, and (31) follows from (29) and (30). The prinipal urvatures�m1 ; �m2 are the eigenvalues of Wm, and that implies (33). The matrix Qm of nor-malized left eigenvetors of Wm onverges aording to Qm := Q. Further, by (28),Dxm := �mD T. Hene, using appropriate saling, the prinipal diretions ofxm are Pm = ��mQDxm := QD T, as stated.As in the preeding setion, we see that the ratio % plays a entral role for thelimit behavior of urvature.Theorem 29. For a (�; �)-sheme and generi initial data, the prinipal urvaturesnear the enter behave aording to the ratio %.{ If % < 1, then both prinipal urvatures onverge to 0.{ If % = 1, then both prinipal urvatures are bounded and at least one of them doesnot onverge to 0.{ If % > 1, then at least one prinipal urvature diverges.Proof. In view of (33), it remains to show that K 6= 0 for generi initial data. IfK = 0, then W = 0 and II = II = 0. The seond fundamental form II of zvanishes only if z is planar. This is the ase if and only if h and  are linearlydependent, i.e., if there are onstants a; b;  2 R whih do not vanish simultaneously,suh that ah + [b; ℄ = 0:Let s = (s; t; j) be an arbitrary point on the outer boundary of the domain S0,i.e., maxfs; tg = 2. Then, by (12),  (2�1s) = � (s). Analogously, sine h is aneigenfuntion to �, one an show h(2�1s) = �h(s). Hene,ah(s) + (s)[b; ℄ = 0a�h(s) + � (s)[b; ℄ = 0:This implies  (s)[b; ℄ = 0. Let us assume that [b; ℄ = [0; 0℄. Then a 6= 0 andh = 0. By Lemma 7, the eigenfuntions f3; : : : ; f�q to � are linearly independent sothat all oeÆients pq �n in the de�nition (27) of h must vanish. This ontraditsthe assumption that the initial data are generi. Now, we assume [b; ℄ 6= [0; 0℄. Inthis ase, all outer boundary points  (s) lie on the straight line xb+ y = 0. Sine (2�1s) = � (s), also all inner boundary points lie on the same straight line. Sine is regular, the boundary of the image is a subset of the image of the boundary,whih is part of a straight line. Hene, the omplete image of  must be part of astraight line; but this is impossible for a regular map.In the last setion, we have derived a neessary ondition for Ck2 -shemes. Now,we are able to show that this ondition is also suÆient.



Strutural Analysis of Subdivision Surfaes { A Summary 183Theorem 30. A (�; �)-sheme is Ck2 if and only if � = �2 and the subsubdominanteigenfuntions f3; : : : ; f�q satisfyf` 2 spanff21 ; f22 ; f1f2g:Proof. In Theorem 23, we have shown that the given onditions are neessary. Now,let us assume that they are satis�ed. Then there exists a symmetri (2� 2)-matrixS with onstant entries suh thath = 12  S � :It is easily veri�ed by inspetion thatI = D  �D ; II = D S �D :Hene, by (31), W = II I�1 = D  S (D )�1. That is, the eigenvalues of S andW oinide and are onstant. More preisely, if S = RKR�1 for a diagonal matrixK, then W = Q�1KQ; Q := (D R)�1:Comparison with (32) shows that the prinipal urvatures onverge aording toKm := K. By (34), also the prinipal diretions onverge to a onstant limit:Pm := QD T = R�1T:We onlude our disussion of the limit behavior of urvature by speifying limitexponents for Lp-integrability. More preisely, for 1 � p � 1, we say that a subdi-vision surfae is Hk2;p, if it is Ck1 , and if the prinipal urvatures are Lp-integrablewhen restrited to a suÆiently small neighborhood of the enter.Theorem 31. For a (�; �)-sheme and generi initial data, the generated subdivi-sion surfae is{ Hk2;1, if % � 1.{ Hk2;p for all p < �2 log�= log %, if % > 1.In partiular, for any %, the surfae is Hk2;2.Proof. For % � 1, the prinipal urvatures are bounded, as stated. For % > 1, wehoosem0 so large that Im is regular for allm � m0. Then, with the surfae elementdxm = pdet Im dsdt := �2mpdet Idsdt, the surfae integral of the pth power of theprinipal urvatures of the mth spline ring isZxm jKmjpdxm := %mp�2m �K; �K := Xj2ZnZ�0 Kjpdet Ij dsdt;where Kj and Ij denote the jth segment of K and I , respetively. Summing overall m � m0, we obtain 1Xm=m0 Zxm jKmjpdxm := (%p�2)m0 �K1� %p�2 ;
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